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in Western-European cities
The decline and fall of the inflectional empire
• A few new synthetic forms notwithstanding (Van Haeringen 1950), Germanic
and Romance languages witnessed an increased syntactic complexity at the
expense of morphological complexity in their histories.
• What happened?
• The adults hijacked the language
Demographic explanations
for the analytic-synthetic difference
• Lupyan & Dale (2010)
– Due to evolutionary pressures, languages adapt to their community 
(see also Christiansen and Chater 2008; Lupyan & Dale 2016)
 Linguistic Niche Hypothesis
– Esoteric languages: morphologic complexity, redundancy, 
synthetic, favouring L1 acquisition  smaller languages
– Exoteric languages: analytic-syntactic complexity, transparency, 
analytic, favouring L2 acquisition  patterns with bigger languages

Demographic explanations
for the analytic-synthetic difference
• Bentz & Winter (2013)
– Data:
• 226 languages using the SIL Ethnologue, the Rosetta project website and the 
UCLA Language Materials Project; area and family information from AUTOTYP 
database, case information from WALS
• Overlap: 66 languages (26 language families, 16 areas)
– Operationalisation:
• L2 speakers: adult L2 speakers as opposed to early bilinguals
• Case: productive morphological inflections of nouns (loose definition: 
possessive clitic -s in English is counted as case)
– Method:
• Generalized linear mixed effects models: logistic regression (case vs. no-case), 
and negative binomial regression (count of case). Response variable: case; 
explanatory variable: proportion of L2 speakers
• Throw in population count in the regression models to see whether it is a 
predictor on top of the L2 proportion.  It isn't.

Demographic explanations
for the analytic-synthetic difference
• Lupyan & Dale (2010), Bentz & Winter (2013): synchrony
• What about diachrony? (see Kusters 2003; Szmrecsanyi 2012; Carlier 
et al. 2012; Haspelmath, forthc.; Haspelmath & Michaelis, forthc.)
From synchrony to diachrony
Greenberg (1960)
• Index of synthesis (proportion of morphemes  to words)
• Index of isolation (proportion of word order as a grammatical marker to the 
total number of nexus)
• Along with a number of other indices (Index of agglutination, Index of 
compounding, Index of inflection, Index of prefixation ...).
• Calculated on 100 word stretches of different languages (labour-intensive): 
cor. synthesis: -0.72
cor. isolation: 0.79
cor. synthesis: -0.72
cor. isolation: 0.79
Changes in Romance and Germanic
• In all core areas of morphosyntax:
– Gender
– Pronominal case
– Tense
– Aspect
– Mood
– Person
– Articles
– Raising
– External possessors (Van de Velde & Lamiroy 2017)
– ...
• Exceptions: exaptations (Van de Velde & Norde 2016)
• Directly or indirectly related to 'deflection' (Van der Horst 2004: 53)
Germanic: English > Dutch > German (Van Haeringen 1956)
Romance: French > Italian (N > S) > Spanish (Lamiroy & De Mulder 2011)
Demographic correlates
• Can we attribute these changes to demography?
• Historical demography is elusive: no clear data on populations size
and migration
• We can work with urbanisation:
– In pre-industrial times, population growth is too high to be explained
solely by natural growth (De Vries 1984:199-266, Howell 2006:208)
– Migration, leading to koineization (Kerswill 2002), due to an influx of L2 
speakers 
• Language diversity was higher in Medieval and Early Modern cities
• E.g. French in France: 1790: 20% (Certeau et al. 2002), 1893: 75% (Weber 
1991: 95)
• Dialects were often mutually unintelligible
Urbanisation
• Do we see more rapid urbanisation in those language areas
that analyticise more rapidly?
• Between languages
– English > Dutch > German
– French > Italian > Spanish
• Within languages
– Dutch
Measuring growth: negative binomial regression




Case study on simplification: weak preterites
• Germanic languages have two morphological strategies for building 
preterites (not counting analytic perfects, he has written a book):
1. Strong inflection:
• English sing – sang
• Ablaut, based on Indo-European aspectual system (perfect > preterite)
2. Weak inflection
• English work – worked
• Dental suffix, based on a analytic formation [VERB + *dheh1-, *d
hoh1- ('did')]
PIE root *bh_idh- e-grade (present) o-grade (perfect)
Greek peíth-omai 2pé-poith-a
Gothic beid-an *baid- (PGm ă < PIE ŏ) 
Gothic beid-an *baid-
Dutch beid-en (~ †bijden) beid-de
Case study on simplification: weak preterites
• Various changes occur:
– irregularisation (Eng. buy – bought)
– one strong ablaut class to another (Du. heffen – hief < hoef (Germ. hob, hub))
– weak to strong (Du. vragen – vroeg (vs. Germ. fragte))
– strong to weak (Eng. carve – carved < cearf (Du. kerfde < karf ))
 Long-term drift, over many centuries
• Morphological simplification ()
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 Long-term drift, over many centuries
• Follows a English > Dutch > German trend
• But also differentiated within Dutch


Conclusions
• Language change is a function of historical demography (L2-speakers)
• between languages of different families
• between languages of the same family (English-Dutch-German)
• within a language (Dutch)
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